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Abstract

The concentration gradients (CG) of biomolecules play an important role in biological processes. 
Numerous microfluidic concentration gradient generator (µCGG) platforms for biochemical 
applications are developed to generate CG of various profiles. Nonetheless, the process to 
determine the operational and design parameter values for the µCGG is still a challenge, when 
specific CGs are needed. This talk will present a computation-aware multi-fidelity surrogate-based 
optimization (MFSBO) framework for intelligent design optimization of µCGGs. The framework 
judiciously combines computational data from two (or multiple) sources with different fidelities, 
computation costs, and availability in order to achieve rapid and accurate design while minimizing 
computation burder. A new sequential and adaptive sampling strategy based on expected 
improvement reduction (EIR) is proposed to determine the data source and sampling locations for 
enhanced data utilization. A new data sparsification technique based on the reduced design space 
and data filtering (RDS&DF) is also developed to eliminate redundant data and reduce the modeling 
time for improved optimization efficiency, hence addressing the long-lasting “big data” issues 
associated with MFSBO. RDS&DF is also combined with EIR-based infill technique, enabling both 
parsimony and computational awareness for MFSBO. The excellent results demonstrate the 
unprecedented accuracy and efficiency of the proposed framework for microfluidic and biomedical 
device design.
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